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BITUMEN AP 80

The intermediate liquid radioactive waste
(RAW) generated during the NPP A- l ,
V-l, V-2 operations is transported from
the storage tanks into the receiving
vessels of the bituminization plant.
The liquid RAW from the NPP A-l is
transported through the pipe-line sys-
tem and from the NPPs V-1, V-2 by a
transport container. In the bituminiza-
tion plant the waste is fixed into the bi-
tumen by using a wipe film rotor eva-
porator. The bitumen product is collected
in 200 dm3 steel drums which are then
transported to the interim storage.
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The liquid RAW is transferred into the
receiving vessels by pressurized air.
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PRETREATMENT DEWATERING AND MIXING

Gas releases are discharged into the atmosphere after selected
radioactive nuclides have been retained by the specific sor-
bents and the contents of the radioactive nuclides have been
monitored.

TRANSPORTATION

Nitric acid is added to the liquid RAW to
adjust pH-values.

Dewatering and mixing is realized in the
wipe film rotor evaporator. The bitumen
product is collected in 200 dm3 steel
drums.

200 dm3 drums with the bitumen product
are sealed with lids and transported to the
interim storage by transport containers.

STORAGE

200 dm3 steel drums with
the bitumen product are
safely stored. The drums
are placed on the pallets
(each pallet comprises four
drums). The bridge crane
and a high-lift vehicle are
used for moving the
drums.

PRODUCT ASSESSMENT

Safe storage is controlled by the bitumen
products assessment. The following pro-
perties are tested: leakability, penetra-
tion, embedded salts homogenity, water
content, dose rates, etc.

RAW TREATED

Specific activity

Main RA-nuclides

Main components

10°- 10°Bq.dmJ

Cs, Co, Sr

NaBO,, KNO,

EVAPORATOR

Type

Heating temp.

Bitumen

Rotor wipe-film 2 S

1 8 0 - 185° C

AP - 80 soft type

BITUMEN PRODUCT

Proportion saits/bit.

Density

3O-5OO/o (w/w)

1,15-1,25 gem

Filling 200 dm3 drums with the bitumen
product

Sealing device Control room Storage for 200 dm3 drums with the bitumen product


